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ABSTRACT 
 
In cellular mobile communication system the existing distributed dynamic channel allocation algorithms suffer from 
high message complexity and channel acquisition time. To contend this problem, in this paper, a modified distributed 
dynamic channel allocation algorithm be called as Reduced Search In Update (RSU) is proposed, which takes into 
considerations the spatial and temporal variations of channel demand and adjusts channel allocation accordingly. In this 
scheme the set of all the cells are partitioned into a number of disjoint subsets and also the set of all the channels are 
grouped into a number of disjoint subsets optimally. One group of channels is allocated to one group of cells and will be 
known as primary channel for that group of cell. These primary channels become the secondary channels for other 
groups. Thus all channels are prioritized as primary or secondary for any cell. During non-busy hours the cell acquires 
its own primary channels and when the cell runs out of primary channels it tries to acquire a secondary channel which is 
basically primary channels of the other cells. In order to accomplish that each cell when idle computes from its local 
information a set of channels (denoted as ravlm) in which the first member channel of the set is that channel which is 
available in maximum number of cells and other member channels of the set is arranged in decreasing order of their 
availability. As and when a cell needs a channel it takes the first member of the set ravlm and finds its availability. The 
cell immediately occupies the available channel and informs the concerned cells about its acquisition of channel. If the 
first member is not available the cell will repeat the same process with the second member of the set ravlm, third member 
of the set ravlm etc in a sequential manner. Thus the RSU algorithm proposes that a cell should try to acquire only that 
channel which is available in maximum number of cells so that the probability of acquiring that channel in minimum 
number of attempts becomes higher which ultimately reduces the channel acquisition time and message complexity. In 
this paper the message complexity and channel acquisition time of the proposed RSU algorithm have been studied. 
Detailed simulation experiments are carried out to evaluate the proposed methodology. Simulation results show that the 
proposed algorithm significantly reduces the message overhead and channel acquisition time compared to known 
distributed channel allocation algorithms, and outperforms them especially under heavy traffic load. Two basic 
parameters have been taken to analyze the performance of the algorithm i) message complexity ii) acquisition delay .It 
is seen that during busy office hours (temporal) or in some part of the city (spatial) the channel allocation changes very 
frequently and rapidly. Since this algorithm reduces message complexity and channel acquisition delay so RSU 
outperforms the existing algorithms during peak hours and in congested part of a city. 
  
Keywords: Dynamic channel allocation, Message complexity, Acquisition delay 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A cellular system consists of a central switching office, namely mobile switching center (MSC) and a set of cells each 
with a fixed base station (BS). Each cell is allocated a fixed set of primary channels and the same set of channels can be 
reused by those cells, which are sufficiently far away from each other in order to avoid interference. Given a cell c, the 
interference neighborhood of c is denoted by IN(c) which is the set of all the cells whose distance to c is smaller than 
the minimum reuse distance   

∴ IN(c)={c1|dist(c,c1)<Dmin}, where Dmin=3√3R and  R is the radius of the cell                              (1) 
Existing channel allocation algorithms can be classified in general into fixed channel assignment (FCA), dynamic 
channel assignment(DCA)[1]. DCA schemes can dynamically assign/reassign channels and thus are more flexible than 
FCA. In centralized DCA schemes all the allocation jobs are done by MSC. In distributed DCA scheme BSs are need to 
be involved. Traditional distributed DCA scheme can be classified into Update method and Search method. The basic 
idea is that a cell must consult all interference cells within the minimum reuse distance before it can allocate a channel 
to a mobile host [2][3].                                                           
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In this paper a more efficient Update scheme is proposed which takes advantage of resource planning described below 
and it reduces the message complexity, which is defined as the number of messages exchanged per communication 
session and also it reduces channel acquisition delay which is defined as the time to acquire a channel from the cell. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the resource planning model, Section III describes 
proposed Reduced Search in Update (RSU) algorithm, Section IV gives the calculations of the Message Complexity 
and Channel Acquisition delay expressions and Section V gives simulation results and graphs, Section VI concludes the 
paper. 

 
II. RESOURCE PLANNING 
 
In a cellular hexagonal grid architecture let the total number of channels (S) available be partitioned into k disjoint 
subsets, P0,P1,…Pk-1  .Also the set of all cells is partitioned into a number of disjoint subsets, G0,G1…..Gk-1 such that any 
two cells in the same subset are separated by at least reuse distance Dmin. The channels in Pi (i=0,1,2….k-1) are called the 
primary channels for the cells Gi and secondary channels for Gj (j≠i).During call setup a cell at first selects its own 
available primary channel, but when the cell runs out of primary channel it can select one secondary channel according 
to the following algorithm described in the next section. For a cell c∉Gi and a channel r∈Pi, the neighboring primary 
cells of r (NP(c, r)) are defined as set of primary cells of r which are in interference neighborhood of c i.e      
 NP(c, r)= Gi ∩IN(c). The fundamental idea of the proposed Reduced Search In Update (RSU) algorithm is that a cell 
should try to acquire only that channel which is available in maximum number of cells so that the probability of 
acquiring that channel in minimum number of attempts becomes higher. The algorithm is described in the next section. 
 
III. THE REDUCED SEARCH IN UPDATE (RSU) CHANNEL ALLOCATION ALGORITHM: 
 
In this algorithm four types of messages are considered to be exchanged among Mobile switching center (MSC): 
request messages, response messages, inform messages, and confirm messages. A response message may be a reject 
message, a grant message, or a grant-conditional message. An inform message may be either an acquisition message 
or a release message. A confirm message may either an acquisition message or an abort message. In this RSU 
algorithm the following notations are used: 
S: Set of all the channels 
U(c): Set of used channels at c 
I(c): Set of interfered channels at c 
IN(c): Set of cells in interference neighborhood of c as defined in equation (1) 
NP(c ,r): Neighboring primary cells of channel r relative to c 
GC(p, r):The set of cells to which p has sent a grant(p, r) and who have confirmed it by sending an acquisition message 
GNC(p, r): The set of cells to which p has sent a grant(p, r) and who have not confirmed it yet 
ravl  (r)        : The set of cells in which a channel r is available 
ravlm      : The set of cells in which channel r is available and contains maximum number of  cells. 

 
In RSU algorithm the following three steps are executed when a cell is not receiving any channel request i.e. it is idle 
and all of its primary channels are consumed, then it executes the following algorithm. 
1. For all secondary channels ∀r∈S-(U(c)∪ I(c)),compute ravl  (r) which contains a number of cells in which the 

channel r is available. 
2. Then the cell sequentially searches ravl  for all r to compute ravlm. Hence the cell knows which set of cells 

corresponding to a channel contains maximum number of cells. 
3. For all r, the cell has now determined the search orders of the sequence of channels to acquire it from the 

information contained in ravlm for all r(r1,r2,……). 
 
Now in cell c when a mobile host request for a channel then the cell c executes the following algorithm. 
1)If the cell c wants to acquire a channel r(the channel corresponding to ravlm), c sends a request(c ,r) to each cell 
p∈NP(c ,r)∩ ravlm. 
2) If cell p∈NP(c ,r)∩ ravlm receives a request(c ,r) from c, it can do several possible things. 

2.1) If r is an available carrier in p, p gives grant(p ,r), marks r as an interfered carrier, adds c to GNC(p ,r). 
2.2) If r is a used channel, p replies with reject(p ,r) message. 
2.3) If r is an interfered channel there may be three different responses possible. 

2.3.1) If GNC(p ,r)∩IN(c)=φ and  GC(p ,r)∩IN(c)=φ then p sends grant(p ,r). 
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2.3.2) If GC(p ,r)∩IN(c)=φ and ∀c1∈GNC(p ,r)∩IN(c) request(c, r) message has higher priority than 
request(c1,r)  then p sends a grant_cond(p, GNC(p ,r)∩IN(c),r). 
2.3.3) Otherwise p replies with reject(p ,r). 

3) Depending upon the response obtained from all cells  p∈NP(c ,r)∩ ravlm there may be two cases. 
3.1) If c gets a grant message from all cells in p then the request is successful and the cell c acquires that 
particular channel r. 
3.2) If the cell c gets the response grant_cond(p, (GNC(p,r)∩IN(c)),r) and for each c1∈ GNC(p,r)∩IN(c), c has 
received a grant(p1,r) where p1∈NP(c,r)∩IN(c1)∩ ravlm and the request is successful and the cell c acquires that 
particular channel r. Otherwise the request fails and the cell c understands that it cannot acquire channel r. Then 
it goes back to step1 where it chooses next channel r2 in the search order of the sequence of channels and it 
repeats the same procedure described above. 

Updation of different sets proceeds as follows: 
 

• An interfered channel r is said to be available if both GNC(p ,r) and GC(p  ,r) are empty. 
• If a cell p receives an acquisition(c ,r) it adds c to GC(p, r),deletes c from GNC(p, r) if c is in GNC(p, r). 
• If a cell p receives an abort(c,r), it deletes c from  GNC(p,r). 
• If a cell p receives a release(c,r) it deletes c from GC(p,r). 
• If a cell p receives acquisition(c,r) or release(c,r) it updates the set I(c) accordingly. 

 
IV. MESSAGE COMPLEXITY AND CHANNEL ACQUISITION DELAY 
 
In calculating the average message complexity we use the following notations: 
Let n: Number of cells in the interference neighborhood of any cell. 

            T: Average communication delay between MSS’s 
            Ap: Percentage of primary carrier acquisitions 
            m′,m′′: Average number of attempts in the existing advanced update scheme, Proposed RSU scheme respectively 
            Np: Number of interference neighborhood primary cells corresponding to a channel 
            Navlm: Number of cells to which cell c sends a request(c, r) for channel r 

1) Then n messages are required for final acquisition and n messages are required for release messages i.e. total 2n 
messages are required 

                    2) (1- Ap:) : Percentage of secondary carrier acquisitions 
3) Thus total number of grant and acquisition messages= 2 Navlm m′′(1- Ap:)  
4) Maximum Number of abort messages for (m′′-1) attempts= Navlm (m′′-1)(1- Ap:).  

                    5) Thus we can find from the above for RSU scheme  
average message complexity= (1- Ap)( 2 Navlm m′′+ Navlm (m′′-1))+2n   (2) 

Also it can be noted that  
       Primary Channel Acquisition delay=0                  (3) 

And Secondary Channel Acquisition delay= Percentage of secondary carrier acquisitions * Total communication delay 
* Number of times after which attempt was successful, i.e.  

      Secondary Channel Acquisition delay=2T m′′(1- Ap:)               (4) 
The calculated results are tabulated in table1 along with existing advanced update scheme. 
 
Table 1: Message Complexity and Channel Acquisition Time for existing scheme and RSU scheme 
 
Algorithm Message Complexity Channel Acquisition Time 
Existing advanced 
Update scheme 

(1- Ap)( 2 Np m′+ Np (m′-1))+2n 2T m′(1- Ap) 

Proposed Reduced 
Search In Update 
algorithm 

(1- Ap)( 2 Navlm m′′+  Navlm (m′′-1))+2n 2T m′′(1- Ap) 

 
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 
In order to quantitatively measure the performance of the proposed RSU algorithm, several simulation experiments are 
conducted using CSIM. A 7×7 grid of hexagonal cells is considered where except the border cells, all the internal cells 
have six neighbors. These 49 cells form a three-cell cluster system in which a channel can be used to support at most 
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one communication session at any given time in these three cells. It is assumed that each cell observes the same traffic 
pattern. The arrival rate of channel requests in each cell has a Poisson distribution with mean λ and the call duration 
during which a channel is in use is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ.  
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Fig.1: Message Complexity vs. No. Of Calls/hr.                            Fig.2: Channel Acquisition Delay vs. No. Of Calls/hr. 
 
For the simulation experiment it is assumed that the average call duration is 3 minutes, n=30, Np=4 and Navlm=2 which 
are values in a typical cellular communication systems. It should be also noted that percentage of primary channel 
acquisition drops as the traffic intensity increases. This is verified in [4] by the fact that for 380 calls/hour percentage of 
primary channel acquisition is nearly 1, whereas for 570 calls/hour this reduces to 0.6.We have plotted average message 
complexity vs incoming calls/hour and channel acquisition delay vs. incoming calls/hour for comparison of the 
proposed RSU with the existing advanced update scheme in Fig.1 and Fig.2. The graphs in Fig.1 and Fig.2 suggest that 
during busy hours when no. of calls/hr. >510 a significant reduction in message complexity and channel acquisition 
delay in RSU is obtained than the existing advanced update algorithm. 
The table 1 also shows a comparison of Message Complexity and Channel Acquisition Time for three schemes, Basic 
Update, Advanced Update and for our Reduced Search In Update algorithm. The table 1 shows that our RSU Algorithm 
gives much smaller Message Complexity and Channel Acquisition Time than Basic Update and Advanced Update 
scheme as Np << Navlm 
 

                 VI. CONCLUSION 
 
In cellular mobile communication system channel demand has both spatial and temporal variation. It is seen that during 
busy office hours (temporal) or in some part of the city (spatial) the channel allocation changes very frequently and 
rapidly. Thus an efficient channel allocation algorithm is very complex and complicated task. Dynamically changing 
the channels allocated to different cells enable the system to adapt to temporal and spatial distribution of channel 
demand. The proposed RSU which is based on dynamic channel allocation shows remarkable achievement in terms of 
i) message complexity ii) acquisition delay . Thus if RSU is adopted it will outperform the existing algorithms both 
during peak hours and in congested part of the city. 
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